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Scammers are sending the following email to translators:
Hi There,
According to your wish I am writing this email and what I sent before..
I accepted to work with you even it was the first time to work with you, and I did not take any deposit
because I trusted you.
Now I am asking to send my money and you refused.
I tries too many times to contact you but you do not respond.
So you have only 24 hours to respond my email. And if not I will do this;
YOU have to be very careful when you are dealing with me!! If not, you have to be ready for what I will
do to get my money back!!! Which is;
1) I will share all the documents between us know proz, Translaor cafe and Translation diroctory.
2) I will prepare a really huge scandal for you, and tell every translator or translation company to deal
with you.
3) I will share every single document or email on social media, Facebook, Twitter, Instgram, Skype,
Snapchat and every place you can imagine.
4) I will provide every translator and translation company and tell them that you do not pay and you
tell stupid answers and more stupid evidence.
5) I will write a report of you telling the entire translation community of your fraud.
6) I will make my Hacker friends to hack your site and your company and destroy it completely.
This is nothing from what I will do!!!
You will lose everything not only money but your name and you entire business.
It is easier to pay, specially you are a small company which wants to be a successful and bigger in
translation community!!
PAY FOR ME AND YOU WILL SAVE YOUR NAME AND YOUR BUSINESS! !!!
If you pay for me on my PayPal account I will vote for you excellent in paying on proz.com! !
I want my money back!!!!
and really you have to be careful because I can destroy your company and even your personal life!!!
SO you must pay me full payment NOW,NOW,NOW
Thanks for understanding
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